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New Arrivals

List of New Books Added to the Library Collection.

- **Police and counter insurgency: the untold story of Tripura's COIN campaign/** by Kuldeep Kumar. New Delhi: Sage Publication India Pvt Ltd, 2016 [355.0218095415 KUM (058867)]
- **China's naval power: an offensive realist approach/** by Yves-Heng Lim. Surrey: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2013 [359.030951 LIM (058868)]
- **Maritime issues in the South China sea: troubled waters or a sea of opportunity/** by Nien-Tsu Alfred Hu (ed) and Ted L McDorman (ed). London: Routledge, 2014 [359.03 NIE (058869)]
- **Routledge handbook of naval strategy and security/** by Joachim Krause (ed) and Sebastian Bruns (ed). Oxon: Routledge, 2016 [359.40973 KRA (058870)]
- **Power politics in Asia's contested waters: territorial disputes in the South China Sea/** by Enrico Fels (ed) and Vu Truong-Minh (ed). New York: Springer International Publishing Switzerland, 2016 [320.12 FEL (058871)]
- **Naval blockades in peace and war: an economic history since 1750/** by Lance E Davis and Stanley L Engerman. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006 [359.4409 DAV (058873)]
- **Maritime history and identity: the sea and culture in the modern world/** by Duncan Redford (ed). London: I B Tauris, 2014 [359.00941 RED (058874)]
- **If Mahan Ran the Pacific war: an analysis of World War II naval strategy/** by John A Adams. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008 [940.545 ADA (058875)]
- **Geoeconomics and geosecurities in the Indian Ocean Region/** by Timothy Doyle (ed). Oxon: Routledge, 2017 [551.467 DOY (058876)]
- **Theorist of maritime strategy: Sir Julian Corbett and his contribution to military and naval thought/** by J J Widen. London: Routledge, 2016 [359.03092 WID (058878)]
China's strategic interests in the South China Sea: power and resources/ by Sigfrido Burgos Caceres. London: Routledge, 2014 [355.033051 CAC (058879)]

Twenty-first century seapower: cooperation and conflict at sea/ by Peter Dutton (ed), Robert S Ross (ed) and Oystein Tunsjo. London: Routledge, 2012 [359.03 DUT (058880)]


Jane's international ABC aerospace directory 2016/ by IHS Jane's. Surrey: IHS Global Limited, 2016 [338.762910294 IHS (058885)]


Jane's all the world's aircraft 2016-2017: development and production/ by Paul Jackson (ed). Surrey: IHS Jane's, IHS Global Limited, 2016 [629.133 JAC (058890)]


Jane's world air forces 2016/ by Lindsay Peacock and Eleanor Keymer. Surrey: IHS Jane's, IHS Global Limited, 2016 [358.4 PEA (058893)]

Jane's world armies 2016/ by Eleanor Keymer. Surrey: Jane's Information Group, 2016 [355.3 KEY (058894)]

Jane's world defence industry 2016/ by Guy Anderson. Surrey: IHS Jane's, IHS Global Limited, 2016 [338.7623025 AND (058895)]

Jane's world navies 2016/ by Eleanor Keymer. Surrey: IHS Jane's, IHS Global Limited, 2016 [359.3 KEY (058896)]

Jane's amphibious and special forces 2016/ by Andrew White. Surrey: IHS Jane's, IHS Global Limited, 2016 [623.825 WHI (058897)]


India and World War II: war, armed forces, and society, 1939-45/ by Kaushik Roy. New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2016 [940.54 ROY (058899)]
- India's national security: annual review 2015-16/ by Satish Kumar (ed). Oxon: Routledge, 2016 [355.033054 KUM (058900)]
- Radicalized: new jihadists and the threat to West/ by Peter R Neumann. London: I B Tauris, 2016 [303.484 NEU (058901)]
- Indian Ocean in the making of early modern India/ by Pius Malekandathil (ed). New Delhi: Manohar Publishers and Distributors, 2016 [954 MAL (058902)]
- Other one percent: Indians in America/ by Sanjoy Chakravorty and Devesh Kapur, and Nirvikar Singh. New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2017 [305.89 CHA (058904)]
- Human resources management in the armed forces: transition of a soldier to a second career/ by Pardeep Sofat. New Delhi: IDSA, 2016 [355.22 SOF (058905)]
- Social media challenge to national security: impact and opportunities, a conceptual overview/ by Shruti Pandalai. New Delhi: IDSA, 2016 [302.2 PAN (058907)]
- Illegal migration from Bangladesh: deportation, border fences and work permits/ by Pushpita Das. New Delhi: IDSA, 2016 [304.8 DAS (058909)]
- Strategic choices for a turbulent world: in pursuit of security and opportunity/ by Andrew R Hoehn (et.al). London: Rand Corporation, 2017 [330 HOE (058911)]
- Dragon on our doorstep: managing China through military power/ by Pravin Sawhney and Ghazala Wahab. New Delhi: Aleph Book Company, 2017 [327.151054 SAW (058912)]
- Genghis Khan and the quest for god: how the world's greatest conqueror gave us religious freedom/ by Jack Weatherford. New York: Viking, 2016 [323.44 WEA (058913)]